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 Epoch V 1986 – 2006
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Bringing history to life
Historic abbey with ornate building design.
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Colourful flair
Enchanting fairground attractions that make this 
place full of lively magic and colourful hustle and 
bustle an unforgettable setting.
P. 26-27



The driving fun continues. Four Car System vehicles  
and one Car System Digital vehicle make the modelling 
roads unsafe.

FALLER Car System 
The original



Miniature magic in 1:160

60 years N gauge
For 60 years now, FALLER has accompanied the N scale through the fascinating 
world of model railways. During this time, an impressive variety of detailed build-
ings, landscape elements and Car System vehicles have appeared. To celebrate 
this remarkable milestone, the anniversary model passenger ship »Oesterreich« 
(Art. 222415) is being released. Detailed and true to the original, the 1:160 scale 
model brings the flair of a relaxing sea cruise to life on your model railway layout.
P. 24

FALLER modelling brochure

Small worlds, great passion
It's almost time - the new FALLER modelling brochure »A guide to Model Making« (Art. 190852GB) is ready to 
be launched and promises a veritable treasure trove of handicraft tips, tricks and inspiration for modelling 
enthusiasts. Hone your craft skills, learn new techniques and discover the endless creativity of modelling.  
Our experts share their extensive knowledge and years of experience, making the brochure suitable for 
 beginners and advanced modellers alike.
Stay tuned and look forward to the publication.

FALLER HOBBY

An easy start  
into the fascinating 
world of modelling
The kits in the FALLER HOBBY range are characterised by 
inexpensive and easy-to-build kits and are particularly 
 suitable for beginners in the world of model making. However, 
FALLER HOBBY is not just a start, but the beginning of an 
unforgettable journey. Because all HOBBY models can of 
course be combined with the rest of the FALLER range - 
 without compromising on quality.
P. 20

New dates

FALLER Workshops 2024
Immerse yourself in the fascinating world of model making 
and discover with us the many possibilities for creating 
impressive miniature worlds. Our workshops offer you the 
unique opportunity to develop your manual skills, realise your 
creative ideas and experience the unique product range.
Whether you are an experienced model railway enthusiast or 
just taking your first steps in this hobby, our workshops are 
suitable for everyone. Let our experts guide you, learn the 
latest techniques and tricks and share experiences with 
like-minded people.

At our workshops you will not only improve your modelling 
skills, but also have a lot of fun and go home inspired. Whether 
you are interested in modelling, car system or car system 
digital workshops, our workshops offer you the opportunity  
to deepen your knowledge and take your projects to the  
next level.

All dates and further information can be found here:  
faller.de/en/workshops
We look forward to creating fantastic miniature worlds 
 together with you.
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XX/24 Month of delivery

A reunion with great joy

Old acquaintances,  
only visiting briefly
In our series »Old acquaintances, just for a short visit«, 
exclusive highlight models that have long been out of print 
are now available again in limited quantities at attractive 
prices. We are constantly expanding the range with new  
kits for H0 and N gauges, so your favourite model may be 
available again now or soon. Let us surprise you!
From p. 18

FALLER up close

A trade fair 
visit with an 
experience
Visit us at one of the numerous 
trade fairs and exhibitions in 
Germany and abroad, where  
our dedicated team will  welcome 
you with creative display layouts 
and all the new products from 
our current programme. Be 
inspired by the unique atmos-
phere and discover the joy  
of personalised design and 
handicrafts.
We look forward to welcoming 
visitors of all ages, whether 
young or young at heart.

Find out all the dates here:
faller.de/en/messen-events

R E A L  CO L L E C T I B L E S  –  
R E I S S U E D  F O R  T H E  A N N I V E R S A R Y !

B-257 Modern house  
with flat roof
A model from the classic series, first edition 
1974. The model presents a two-storey flat- 
roofed building with an offset staggered 
storey, which corresponds to the style of  
this era. The façades show a harmonious 
variety of red brick, plaster and wood 
 panelling. Access to the second floor is via 
an external staircase, while large windows 
provide insights into the interior, which 
reflects the characteristic and extensive 
interior furnishings of the kit.

Faller Classics

Cheers!

To 200 years  
of the  
C. & A. VELTINS brewery
Two centuries of dedication, tradition and quality - the C. & A. 
VELTINS brewery is celebrating an impressive anniversary.  
A lot has happened since 1824, when a small country brewery 
in Grevenstein began brewing beer in accordance with the 
German Purity Law. Today, the brewery is one of the most 
modern private breweries in Europe and a major player in  
the brewing industry.

We would like to congratulate the Veltins family on this 
milestone, which has been shaped by five generations and 
continues the success story. In honour of this wonderful 
event, we will be releasing matching 1:87 scale models from 
April, with a detailed »Veltins« brewery, a rural inn and a  
beer garden set as well as matching Car System vehicles to 
celebrate the anniversary in miniature format. Cheers to 200 
years of excellent beer and to many more years of brewing!
From p. 6

Epoch III • 150 x 95 x 97 mm • 06/24
INCLUDED
Reprint FALLER magazine
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Railway stations, railway buildings

XX/24 Month of delivery

»Kupferzell« Station
Small rural goods station, consisting of a two-storey central building with  
a waiting shed attached to the side and a storage shed with loading ramp.  
The model was built based on the original historical building in the Hohenlohe 
open-air museum in Wackershofen.

 Epoch I • Patinated model • 314 x 103 x 145 mm • 04/24

»St. Georg« Station
Typical small-town railway station in natural 
stone. Lavishly equipped with a covered  
platform and matching waiting benches.

Epoch I • 350 x 155 x 145 mm • 02/24
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120099

151706
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Railway stations, railway buildings

XX/24 Month of delivery

Railway Maintenance Services staff

Bascule bridge with drive
The functional bascule bridge invites you to guide rail traffic or Car System vehicles across a river landscape, whether 
in the city or in the countryside. In the larger model, a bascule bridge is not pulled upwards by ropes or chains, but is 
moved by shifting weights. As a rule, this weight is not located above the bridge girder, but behind its axis of rotation, 
exactly as in the model.

The kit includes a geared motor (connection to 16 V AC voltage), a control unit  
and limit switches, as well as rails.

Epoch III • Moveable model • incl. motor • 399 x 164 x 141 mm • 06/24

Small goods shed
Freight transport! A charming goods shed building, characterised by its 
wooden construction on a solid stone base, saddle roof, two sliding gates 
and a covered loading ramp, which can be aligned to the railway or road side. 
Matching cargo is included in the kit.

Epoch II • 81 x 82 x 59 mm • 02/24
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6

Trade, business, industry

»Veltins« Brewery
This impressive model ensemble is modelled on the current »Veltins« brewery 
based in Meschede-Grevenstein in the Sauerland region. It consists of two 
large modern silo tower complexes, several functional brewing, bottling and 
storage areas as well as many matching details such as pallet trucks, pallets, 
barrels and crates. This H0 kit is an easy way to create a thematically interest-
ing and impressive eye-catcher on a model railway layout.  

By the way: The »Veltins« brewery will be two hundred years old in 2024 and  
is still family-owned today. To celebrate this birthday, our FALLER premium 
model kit comes with a VW LT with high roof in the matching 1:87 scale from 
Wiking with original branding of the »Veltins« brewery as a gift to you. This 
unusual kit also contains a tinker motor so that the filling plant, which is 
clearly visible in the model, can be impressively put into operation. The 5 LEDs 
included in the kit give an idea of the elaborate safety concept of the Veltins 
brewery complex in the model. Nothing stands in the way of a model replica  
of one of the world's most modern owner-managed breweries.

Epoch V • Moveable model • incl. motor • 680 x 288 x 250 mm • 05/24

LIMITED 
PREMIUM 
MODEL

Including limited edition Wiking vehicle 
VW LT with high roof.

Original building

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Trade, business, industry

»Veltins« Country inn
A rustic, two-storey inn with distinctive corner ashlars, window and door 
surrounds, striking green shutters and a hipped roof. A wooden canopy in 
the outdoor area with six flower pots, a Veltins parasol with advertising 
board, two tables with twelve chairs and two hunter's fences can be used  
to create a cosy garden restaurant for the country inn. This place literally 
invites you to spend cosy hours outdoors.

Epoch IV • Inn: 175 x 130 x 152 mm • Fence: 200 x 11 x 2 mm • 04/24

»Veltins« Beer garden set
This set includes 4 tables, 24 chairs, 4 beer crates  
with bottles, 5 aluminium beer barrels, 2 parasols  
printed with the »Veltins« logo as well as beer mugs  
and ashtrays. A harmonious ensemble to bring the 
authentic atmosphere of a beer garden to life.

Epoch IV • 05/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Trade, business, industry

Office building
The functional and generously glazed office building with skylights can be 
placed in any modern industrial area, harbour or city. The large glass facades 
invite you to skilfully showcase many details of everyday office life in 1:87 scale, 
with the use of additional lighting effects (not included in the kit) guaranteed 
to conjure up an incomparable atmosphere on the model railway layout. The 
attractive interior fittings included in the kit are definitely an eye-catcher.

Epoch V • 153 x 153 x 123 mm • 04/24

Rock Café
Not to be confused with the famous Hard Rock Café 
from the USA, this Rock Café presents a unique atmos-
phere characterised by artistic design and rich interior 
furnishings. The interior design includes a stylish bar,  
a pool table, cosy tables and chairs as well as bottles. 
The restaurant's circular architecture with full glazing 
creates an inviting and open ambience. Here, modern 
accents meet old factory charm. A meeting place for 
everyone, day or night. Long live the rock.

Epoch IV • Patinated model •  
259 x 154 x 104 mm • 05/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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The town, the village

Music pavilion with dancing figures
The good old days! Dancing to fine music with well-placed steps after spa treatments in distinguished 
company was a valued pastime in those days. This gem of a music pavilion, with four dancing figures  
in rococo costumes, a flute player and another elegantly dressed lady, leaves every opportunity open  
to create wonderful dioramas, whether in the good old days or in the colourful modern world. Thanks  
to its substructure, the kit can be easily integrated into any landscape. A synchronous hobby motor  
(16 V AC voltage) is included to move the dancing figures.

Epoch I • Moveable model • incl. motor • Patinated model • Depth: 31 mm • 201 x 123 x 108 mm • 05/24

Rococo dancers
04/24

Sitting restaurant guests
04/24

Catering staff
04/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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The town, the village

Old abbey with cloister
Model romanticism. The south wing with the summer refectory and the 
west wing with its Romanesque round arches are still standing from the 
old abbey, which was mainly built in the Gothic style. In the partially 
preserved cloister is the well house with its fountain. The historic brick-
work and half-timbering, the varied large tiled roof surfaces and the open  
spire are particularly eye-catching. The model forms the centre of many 
landscape ideas.

Epoch I • Patinated model • 405 x 345 x 260 mm • 04/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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The town, the village

Altländer House
The old country on the Elbe near Hamburg is known for its 
craftsmanship. The impressive old country half-timbered 
houses with brick walls and thatched roofs bear witness 
to this. A uniquely colourful model railway layout can be 
created around this FALLER model house in the typical 
Altländer half-timbered house style, allowing the land-
scape to shine in miniature just as thousands of visitors 
experience it on a large scale between April and mid-May 
during the Altländer apple blossom. A magnificent natural 
spectacle on a small and large scale.

Epoch I • Patinated model • 152 x 124 x 97 mm • 03/24

Traditional Engadine house
Off to the beautiful Engadin in Switzerland, which is 
characterised by rural traditions. Inspired by an original  
in Ardez in the Lower Engadine, this model house 
embodies typical archetecture. Its imposing stone wall, 
skilfully decorated with the elaborate sgraffito technique, 
especially in the front part of the building, gives it a 
unique character. With its deep windows and the two 
entrance gates leading into the sulèr (workroom) and  
the stable, this traditional Engadin house has always  
been designed as a so-called residential building.

Epoch I • 182 x 126 x 118 mm • 04/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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The town, the village

»Villa« WeberHaus
A contemporary two-storey townhouse with a garage extension from the »CityLife« series of the 
Baden-Württemberg prefabricated house manufacturer »WeberHaus«. The solar panels on the flat  
roof and the colour-contrasting window and door frames contribute to a modern and harmonious 
overall appearance.

Epoch VI • 155 x 138 x 77 mm • 03/24

»Rustica« Detached house
This architectural masterpiece was created based on  
an original model by Breisgau Haus from the late 1980s.  
It features a conservatory with a glass front and wooden 
frame, a covered balcony with a large tapered gable,  
a wooden veranda complete with flower pots and trellis.  
In keeping with the rustic charm of the 80s, there is a 
hollowed-out tree trunk as a water trough and several  
tree stumps for the garden.

Epoch IV • 141 x 124 x 105 mm • 02/24

Pasture fence
In earlier times, pastures were enclosed by this type  
of simple wooden fence near villages or farmsteads.

Epoch I • 1545 x 7 x 14 mm • 02/24

Wall fence
My home is my castle. Fences give a feeling of security and convey  
a sense of calm and security. These wall-look fences with iron grilles 
are ideal for fencing off imposing older city mansions as well as for 
demarcating factory and military premises.

Epoch III • 1500 x 5 x 26 mm • 02/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Scenic modelling

Stable with 4 horses
The set includes a stylish stable building with four spacious horse boxes each  
with a run. Three expressive horses and a lively foal bring life to the riding stable.  
A very elaborate and lovingly designed kit that will turn the grounds of any riding 
stable into a piece of jewellery, even in the model.

Epoch IV • 233 x 118 x 70 mm • 05/24

Silo
The storage of bulk goods such as cement, plastic granu-
late and other materials plays a major role in everyday life. 
For this reason, silos in various shapes and sizes have 
become an integral part of our landscapes. Our detailed 
model of a silo with the associated pipework offers 
 numerous possible uses on any model railway layout,  
e.g. as a spent grains silo for breweries.
Model to go with the »Veltins« Brewery, Art. 130815.

Epoch IV • 84 x 58 x 118 mm • 04/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Scenic modelling

40' Container »DB«, set of 2
Epoch IV • 140 x 28 x 30 mm (2 x) • 03/24

40' Container, red, set of 2
Epoch IV • 140 x 28 x 30 mm (2 x) • 03/24

20' Container »DB«, set of 2
Epoch IV • 69 x 28 x 30 mm (2 x) • 03/24

River freighter with containers
For inland shipping on model layouts. Wheelhouse, flattened hull and 
sufficient loading space for the six enclosed 20' containers in three  
different colours. Non-floating waterline model.

Epoch IV • 359 x 60 x 52 mm • 05/24

20' Container, blue, set of 2
Epoch IV • 69 x 28 x 30 mm (2 x) • 03/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Useful accessories

2 Tunnel portals, single-track
The two tunnel portals, in quarry stone look, are suitable 
for use in single-track rail traffic and for overhead line 
operation.

Epoch I • 120 x 9 x 122 mm (2x) • Clearance width: 69 mm • 
Clearance height: 93 mm • 02/24

Car trailer
Grey single-axle vehicle trailer with cover box.

Epoch III • 03/24

2 Snow cannons
In line with reality. Winter sports resorts without snow 
cannons are the exception. Therefore, two snow cannons 
for the model worlds based on an original from 
DEMACLENKO.

Epoch VI • 03/24

Small gantry crane
This small gantry crane is suitable for both small and large 
applications in trade and industry.

Epoch III • 50 x 30 x 59 mm • 03/24

3 Village fountains
They were the meeting point and centre of every village. 
The village fountains. This set includes two square stone 
fountains, one with a cast-iron water pump and one oval 
wooden fountain. A water foil for realistic water effects is 
included in the kit.

Epoch I • 04/24

Tunnel portal, 2-track
The tunnel portal in ashlar look is especially suitable for electric locomotive 
operation. In addition to the portal, it is made up of different wall sections, 
allowing flexible construction at any angle. It is suitable for overhead line 
operation and double-track railway traffic.

Epoch I • Tunnel portal: 169 x 9 x 132 mm • Wall piece, wide:  
54 x 4 x 107 mm (2 x) • Piece of wall, low: 70 x 2 x 35 mm (2 x) •  
Piece of wall, narrow: 20 x 4 x 106 mm (2 x) • Side walls:  
139 x 3,5 x 107 mm (2 x) • Clearance width: 113 mm •  
Clearance height: 100 mm • 02/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Models of the month

»Lanz« Repair workshop
Epoch I • 148 x 98 x 152 mm • 05/24

Oil feed pump
Epoch III • 178 x 95 x 100 mm

Warehouse with fruit press
Epoch I • Patinated model • 122 x 111 x 88 mm • 02/24

»Bad Liebenstein« Half-timbered house
Epoch III • 175 x 155 x 195 mm • 06/24

Old concrete mixing plant
Epoch III • 150 x 115 x 222 mm • 04/24

Residential house with carport
Epoch V • 175 x 165 x 94 mm • 03/24

January
Model of the month

February
Model of the month

March
Model of the month Model of the month

April

May
Model of the month

June
Model of the month

Monthly models
Exclusive special models and authentic re-issues in limited quantities: 12 times a year 
FALLER addresses all passionate modellers who are looking for something special with 
its coveted monthly articles. It pays to be quick here!

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Models of the month

»Dresden« Tram depot
Epoch II • 376 x 276 x 124 mm • Space between centre of tracks: 58 mm •  
Length over buffers: 350 mm • Clearance of doors: 65 mm •  
Door width: 35 mm • 11/24

Locomotive shed, 2 stalls
Epoch II • Locomotive shed: 322 x 176 x 118 mm •  
Space between centre of tracks: 77,5 mm • 07/24

»Steinheim« Half-timbered house
Epoch I • 210 x 120 x 215 mm • 08/24

Signal box
Epoch III • 165 x 83 x 80 mm • 12/24

»Hirschsprung« Station
Epoch II • 298 x 160 x 126 mm • 10/24

»Allmannsdorf« Town hall
Epoch III • 175 x 160 x 230 mm • 09/24

September
Model of the month

August
Model of the month

Model of the month

October

November
Model of the month

December
Model of the month

July
Model of the month

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Old acquaintances

B-271 Villa in Tessin
Epoch III • 200 x 120 x 85 mm

Mountain rescue cabin
Epoch III • Patinated model • 165 x 96 x 90 mm

Bietschtal bridge
Epoch II • 594 x 69 x 131 mm • Clearance height: 105 mm

Carpentry
Epoch III • Patinated model • 176 x 120 x 80 mm

B-923 Town wall
Epoch I • 249 x 184 x 142 mm

You can find more models from the 
series »Old acquaintances, just for  
a short visit« at faller.de/en

∙ Limited reissue
∙ Only briefly in stock

B-924 Old-town block
Epoch II • 310 x 130 x 174 mm

Old acquaintances

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Miniature figures

Tunnel construction workers

Hunter and deers

Minigolf players

Filling station personnel
Epoch III • 04/24

Forestry workers with modern equipment
04/24

Ice Skaters
04/24

While bathing and swimming On the beach

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Village bakery
Epoch III • 126 x 88 x 55 mm • 04/24

Small North German house
Epoch I • 102 x 62 x 77 mm • 04/24

House with thatched roof
Epoch I • 98 x 74 x 105 mm • 04/24

Small chalet
Epoch III • 100 x 80 x 55 mm • 04/24

North German thatched house
Epoch I • Patinated model • 120 x 100 x 84 mm • 04/24

Community centre
Epoch III • 198 x 118 x 81 mm • 04/24

Hobby models

Further models from the series
»FALLER HOBBY« range can be  
found at faller.de/enFALLER HOBBY

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Trade, business, industry

Factory
Factory from the turn of the century with red brick walls 
and a large hall with an attached chimney house and 
imposing chimney. A spacious ensemble consisting of  
the main building and two smaller halls with striking 
skylights complete the scenery. The kit also includes  
two representative brick wall enclosures with gates.

Epoch I • Patinated model • Main building:  
93 x 92 x 91 mm • Boiler house: 127 x 78 x 136 mm •  
Wall: 230 x 5 x 41 mm (2 x) • Outbuilding:  
93 x 69 x 47 mm (2 x) • 05/24

Workshop equipment
Whether on the diorama or on the model railway layout,  
it should look like work. This older, but still up-to-date 
machine park with sawing, drilling, milling, turning, 
planing and sanding machines is excellent for this.  
There are also four waste bins and 16 pallets for  
disposal and transport.

Epoch III • 06/24

Pallet truck with pallets
Set consisting of two pallet trucks and 16 pallets. 
 Indispensable accessories in the logistics sector.

Epoch III • 05/24

4 Gas tanks
These four gas tanks in different sizes can be used in a variety of ways in 
both rural and industrial environments and offer a wide range of design 
options on a model railway layout or diorama.

Epoch IV • 05/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Trade, business, industry

XX/24 Month of delivery

Town hall  
with wine cellar
The striking, pointed half-timbered 
house, based on the original in 
Rothenburg »Ob der Tauber«,  presents 
itself with a winery in the neighbour-
ing building. It is surrounded by wine 
barrels, wooden carts and other 
artistic details that emphasise the 
charm of the place.

Epoch I • 162 x 129 x 110 mm • 04/24

Waste bin set
Recycling is the minimum. It includes everything required for 
proper waste separation: residual waste and waste paper 
 containers as well as residual waste and waste paper bins.

Epoch IV • 05/24

2 »DHL« Packing stations
Self-service around the clock. Two covered parcel machine  
models with DHL motif imprint.

Epoch VI • 26 x 7 x 15 mm (2 x) • 05/24

Recycling container set
Recycling is the minimum. It includes everything required for 
proper waste separation: used glass containers, used paper 
 containers and much more.

Epoch IV • 03/24

2 Fountains with pasture fence
The two detailed models of wooden wells and the realistically 
modelled wooden pasture fences are ideal additions to the rural 
modelling idyll, whether for the free grazing of cattle or horses.

Epoch I • Total length of fence: 400 mm • Height: 6 mm •  
Fountain: 31 x 12 x 7 mm (2 x) • 02/24
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The town, the village | Miniature figures

XX/24 Month of delivery

»Langwies« Alpine lodge
Switzerland is the land of rail transport and, of course, 
model railway layouts. The punctuality of the trains is just 
as impressive as their beauty as they pass picturesque 
towns and villages. A marvellous sight that unfolds in 
front of a fantastic mountain panorama. A fitting model  
for this mountain backdrop is the »Langwies« house, 
which was modelled on an original in Langwies in 
Graubünden. Its striking wooden façade on the upper 
floors, the external staircase to the entrance area and  
the wooden balcony lend the model an authentic charm.

Epoch I • 93 x 89 x 75 mm • 02/24

Country house
A village farmhouse in the typical brown colours of south-
ern Germany invites you to create many village scenes on 
the model railway layout. Large wooden gates, a wooden 
shed attached to the living area, an external wooden 
staircase and an elongated roof characterise this farm-
house in the village. Crosses for the outdoor area and 
other matching accessories complete this interesting kit.

Epoch I • 95 x 78 x 68 mm • 05/24

On the construction site
04/24

»Cows, horses, sheeps« Animal set
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Scenic modelling

Passenger ship »Oesterreich«
Scale model of the Art Deco Lake Constance passenger ship that has been travelling on Lake Constance since 1928. The model 
shows the current design after the 2019 restoration.

Historische Schifffahrt Bodensee GmbH advertises on its website: »Enchantingly graceful is not only the exterior of the Oester-
reich. Anyone who steps onto the gangway and slowly approaches her immediately senses the incredible lightness inherent in 
this ship. The atmosphere on board is as sparkling and energising as a glass of champagne. After the first tour at the latest,  
when you step out onto the deck of the Oesterreich with a delicious aperitif in your hand, any thoughts of everyday life are gone. 
After the extensive renovation, every detail shines.«
We think, that's exactly how it is. A wonderful eye-catcher  
on a model layout or as a stand-alone model in a display case.

Epoch II • 360 x 63 x 113 mm • 05/24

Showcase
Display case for dust-free storage  
of plastic model kits.

501 x 149 x 146 mm

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Models of the month

Factory with chimney
Epoch III • Patinated model •  
220 x 148 x 140 mm • 03/24

Fairground set
Epoch IV •  
Booth 1: 53 x 25 x 42,5 mm •  
Booth 2: 59 x 25 x 38,5 mm •  
Booth 3: 55,5 x 25 x 45 mm •  
Carousel: Ø 69 x 65 mm •  
09/24

Burning tax office
Epoch III • Patinated model •  
101 x 67 x 100 mm • 06/24

»Schubertstraße«  
Row of townhouses

Epoch III • Corner house: 75 x 75 x 135 mm • 
Townhouse: 58 x 58 x 118 mm (3 x) • 11/24

Model of the month

Model of the month

Model of the month

Model of the month

September

September

November

November

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Fair

»Funfair fun« Funfair set
Welcome to the vibrant funfair, a dazzling venue full of life and exciting attractions.  
Here, colourful merry-go-rounds spin, while the swing boat catapults visitors to adventurous and dizzying heights.  
Tempting gambling booths and delicious-smelling food stalls enliven the senses and the colourful hustle and bustle  
of the funfair world. This diverse funfair landscape consists of the following models:

»Flipper« Carousel:
Here, 12 two-seater, colourful gondolas spin in circles at breathtaking speed. At the same time, the entire rotating  
turntable rises and falls. Complete with drive motor (12-16 V, alternating voltage).
Chain carousel:
Equipped with 12 seats, colourfully designed roof segments and indirectly colourfully illuminated roof support struts  
on the centre pillar. The model comes with a micro cable bulb and a drive motor (12-16 V, AC voltage).
Boat swing with drive:
A model with 5 ship swing seats and colourful decorative images. Fully functional with drive element that allows each 
 individual gondola to swing at a different rhythm. Equipped with a flashing mechanism. A micro cable bulb (Art. 180671)  
is included to operate the indicator unit. The kit contains a motor (12-16 V, AC voltage).
Lucky King lottery booth:
Lucky booth with many attractive prizes. »Every ticket is a prize. Who hasn't got one yet, who wants another?«.  
Anyone can try their luck here. With lots of decorations and ornaments.
2 Fairground stalls »Caribic Fruit« + »Asian specialities«:
Two culinary food stalls that should not be missing at any funfair.
»Caribic Fruit« entices with a variety of exotic fruits, which are offered in fresh variations. At the same time,  
»Asian Specialities« tempt you with the aroma of exquisite spices and delicate specialities.
Row shop »Sylter Backfischrutsche«:
The fried fish is prepared in a giant pan on the first floor of the lighthouse and then slides down a stainless steel slide  
into the lower sales area. Original row shop of the showman Manfred Jipp from Kiel.

The complete funfair experience in a set that combines a total of 6 well-known and popular FALLER funfair classics.

Epoch IV • »Flipper« Roundabout: 260 x 225 x 140 mm • Chairoplane: Ø 152 x 125 mm •  
Swingboats: 184 x 98 x 104 mm • Ticket booth: 253 x 55 x 75 mm • Asian specialties:  
110 x 61 x 72 mm • Caribic Fruit: 70 x 41 x 42 mm • Sylt fried fish slide:  
65 x 65 x 106 mm • 05/24

Price advantage compared to single 
purchase – over 25 % !

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Fair

»No limit« Fairground ride
The FALLER model »No Limit«, which is very close to the original in movement and artistic 
design, originates from the Dutch showman Van Reken.

It’s a fairground ride with a Furioso-type swing over from the manufacturer Mondial.
The fairground model »No Limit« is an impressive ride and a real highlight on every fairground 
model layout. The eye-catching digital printing and the dynamic movement of the model 
attract the eye and make for a thrilling ride.

Control and drive parts are included in the kit. Connection is via 16 V alternating voltage.

Epoch V • 215 x 100 x 370 mm • 10/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Car System Digital

Please note:
∙  Only use original FALLER products for constructing 

roads to ensure safe operation.
∙  You can purchase spare parts at speciality retailers  

or directly from FALLER.

Car System Digital lorry MB Actros Streamspace 
box body »Veltins« drinks (HERPA)
Now beer is also being delivered! In a modern Mercedes Actros with lift axle and box body in the design  
of the »Veltins« brewery.

Technical vehicle details:
∙ Microswitch for on/off
∙ Realistic starting and braking behaviour
∙ Controllable light and sound functions
∙ Load-controlled drive motor for uphill/ downhill runs
∙ Localisation via ultrasonic emitter
∙ Powerful radio transmitter and receiver module
∙ High-quality electronic components
∙ Powerful NiMh battery (fast-charging)
∙ Magnetic field sensor
∙ Solid rubber tyres for secure grip
∙ Steerable oscillating axle with wiper and magnet
∙ 3-pin charging socket
∙ Several hours running time per charging process
∙ Analogue driving mode possible
∙ Detailed instructions
∙ Possible chargers (available separately): »Processor-controlled charging unit«, Art. 161349

Epoch VI • 04/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Car System

Truck MB Actros Streamspace  
box body  »Veltins« Beverages (HERPA)
Now beer is also being delivered! In a modern Mercedes Actros 
with lift axle and box body in the design of the »Veltins« brewery.

Technical vehicle details:
∙ Microswitch for on/off
∙ Powerful, wear-resistant drive motor
∙ Solid rubber tyres for safe grip
∙ Steerable oscillating axle with slider and magnet
∙ Integrated NiMh battery
∙ 3-pin charging socket
∙ Reed contact
∙  Possible chargers (available separately): »Storage battery 

 charger«, Art. 161690, »Car System USB charger«, Art. 161415  
or »Processor-controlled charging unit«, Art. 161349

Epoch VI • 03/24 

MAN 635 Short bonnet »refuse lorry«  
(BREKINA)
It cuts a clean figure! In a classic and authentic vehicle design, here as  
a new colour variant. Vehicle type can be used regularly up to Era IV.

Technical vehicle details:
∙ Microswitch for on/off
∙ Powerful, wear-resistant drive motor
∙ Solid rubber tyres for safe grip
∙ Steerable oscillating axle with slider and magnet
∙ Integrated NiMh battery
∙ 3-pin charging socket
∙ Reed contact
∙  Possible chargers (available separately): »Storage battery  

charger«, Art. 161690, »Car System USB charger«, Art. 161415  
or »Processor- controlled charging unit«, Art. 161349

Epoch III • 04/24

MB O 302 »Touring Coach« (WIKING)
Driving pleasure! With this Touring you can drive around until  
the tank is empty. Recharge and drive on. New colour variant  
of the popular MB O302.

Technical vehicle details:
∙ Microswitch for on/off
∙ Powerful, wear-resistant drive motor
∙ Solid rubber tyres for safe grip
∙ Steerable oscillating axle with slider and magnet
∙ Integrated NiMh battery
∙ 3-pin charging socket
∙ Reed contact
∙  Possible chargers (available separately): »Storage battery  

charger«, Art. 161690, »Car System USB charger«, Art. 161415  
or  »Processor-controlled charging unit«, Art. 161349

Epoch IV • 05/24

MB O 303 RHD »Coach« (WIKING)
Always ready for a trip! Whether holiday or hobby, a no-frills bus, 
here in a new colour scheme. Timeless design suitable for use up to 
era V.

Technical vehicle details:
∙ Microswitch for on/off
∙ Powerful, wear-resistant drive motor
∙ Solid rubber tyres for safe grip
∙ Steerable oscillating axle with slider and magnet
∙ Integrated NiMh battery
∙ 3-pin charging socket
∙ Reed contact
∙  Possible chargers (available separately): »Storage battery  

charger«, Art. 161690, »Car System USB charger«, Art. 161415  
or »Processor-controlled charging unit«, Art. 161349

Epoch IV • 06/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Model layout construction    Electronics | Lighting

»Bell ringing« Mini sound effect
Harmonious ringing of several church bells,  
suitable for all churches in the FALLER range.  
The sound sounds as an uninterrupted loop as  
long as the power supply is guaranteed.  
Connection: 12 V, direct voltage.

03/24

»Air rescue station« Mini sound effect
A wailing siren accompanies the approach and landing of 
a helicopter. The sound is emitted as a continuous loop as 
long as the power supply is guaranteed. Connection: 12 V, 
direct voltage.

03/24

»Babbling brook« Mini sound effect
A newly designed stream babbles over the model 
railway layout and creates an extremely relaxing 
atmosphere. The sound sounds as a continuous  
loop as long as the power supply is guaranteed. 
Connection: 12 V, direct voltage.

03/24

»Rapunzel« Mini sound effect
An extract from the fairy tale »Rapunzel« by the Brothers 
Grimm is narrated and accompanied by suitable sound 
effects. The sound plays as a continuous loop as long as 
the power supply is guaranteed. Connection: 12 V, direct 
voltage. Matching sound module for the Rapunzel tower 
model (Art. 130822).

03/24

LED path light, 
historic, warm white, 
3 pieces
Height: 12 mm •  
05/24

LED wall light, 
historic, warm white, 
3 pieces
Height: 15 mm •  
05/24

LED path light, anthracite, warm white, 3 pieces
Height: 12 mm • 05/24

LED path light, silver, warm white, 3 pieces
Height: 12 mm • 05/24

LED path light, 
globe, warm white, 
3 pieces
Height: 16 mm •  
05/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Model layout construction

Vegetable and fruit garden
An idyllic front garden conjures up an enchanting atmosphere 
not only in the countryside, but increasingly also in urban 
areas. A vegetable and fruit garden thrives here, providing 
self-sufficient gardeners with an abundance of freshness  
and variety.

05/24

Flower garden
Flowers not only enrich our real lives, they also have  
a consistently positive effect in model form and lend  
a special atmosphere to any setting.

05/24

Screwdriver set
The sizes of the screwdriver set are precisely matched to the requirements  
of Car System, Kirmes and FALLER Elektronik. The set contains a total of  
three Phillips and three slotted screwdrivers. A special and fine screwdriver  
is included for the precise setting of steering grinders. The screwdrivers have  
a nickel-chrome-molybdenum alloy and are heat-treated to HRC 47-56. As the 
set is matched to our products, it offers many great applications and is a super 
all-round package to get you started.

Sizes cross-slotted screwdriver:
PH000 x 50 mm, PH00 x 50 mm, PH1 x 75 mm.
Slotted screwdriver sizes:
1.5 x 50 mm, 2.4 x 50 mm, 3.5 x 50 mm.

02/24

»Modelling tools« Start set
Modelling tools, perfect for getting started!
Included are a side cutter for cutting off fine plastic injection- 
moulded parts, a craft knife with 5 spare blades, a deburrer for 
removing sprue points and burrs on plastic injection-moulded 
parts and a file for working on surfaces. A practical, self-healing 
cutting mat (DIN A5) is also included. The tool set is a great 
collection for modelling enthusiasts and beginners.

02/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Military

Tower building
They still exist, the small local airports. The presence of aeroplanes, 
helicopters and air traffic is still unmistakable today and characterises our 
everyday lives, making them indispensable for modellers too. The Military 
Tower houses the airport's central control centres - flight-management, air 
traffic control, a precise weather station, canteen and training rooms. The 
building fulfils a variety of functions and can be used for both military and 
civilian purposes.

 Epoch III • 382 x 157 x 283 mm • 03/24

Military helicopter
Multi-purpose helicopter modelled on the 
type »EC135« from the manufacturer »Airbus«, 
which is used by the German Armed Forces 
for training purposes.

Epoch V • 138 x 115 x 40 mm • 03/24

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Military

Hangar with helicopter
Spacious hall building with vehicle shelter attached to the side, with folding doors, 
staff and storage rooms at the rear, sliding doors that can be opened across the entire 
front of the hall and roof position lights. Matching interior fittings such as shelves, 
tables and chairs, lockers and much more are included in the kit. A stand model  
of a multi-purpose helicopter modelled on the type »EC135« from the manufacturer 
»Airbus«, which is used by the German Armed Forces for training purposes.

 Epoch III • Hangar: 548 x 390 x 118 mm • Helicopter: 140 x 118 x 39 mm • 03/24

Scan and experience

FALLER 
 Military QR

»FALLER Military« at 
 youtube.com/c/faller

»FALLER Military«  
ePaper download  
EN/GB

Soldiers in training Soldiers in medical service

XX/24 Month of delivery
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Your FALLER Retailer 

Gebr. FALLER GmbH
Kreuzstrasse 9
78148 Gütenbach
Germany

Phone +49 7723 651-0
info@faller.de

      faller.de
      faller-create.de
      instagram.com/gebrfaller
      facebook.com/faller.de
      youtube.com/c/faller

FALLER Brands Shop
The entire product range marketed by Gebr. FALLER GmbH 
along with many other brands, themes and scales awaits you 
in the brand new FALLER Brands Shop at faller.de


